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Spectral signatures of photonic molecules and whispering gallery mode
graphene sensors
This talk has two parts. In the first part, we take an inspiration from analogy between quantum mechanics and
the classical electrodynamics since the dielectric microspheres with coupled whispering gallery modes
(WGMs) can be viewed as an example of photonic molecules. We built such molecules by using microspheres
with sorted positions of WGM peaks and show that the spectra of supermodes of such molecules have certain
features which can be used for identification of their symmetry, number of constituting atoms and topology
[1]. We show that these properties can be viewed as “spectral signatures” of various molecules. Excellent
agreement was found between measured and calculated spectral signatures.
In the second part, we study coupling of WGMs with graphene flakes deposited on a sidewall surface of
high-Q cylindrical resonators. This work was developed in close collaboration with the groups of Anatole
Lupu and Maria Tchernycheva at IEF. Our experimental approach is based on manipulation with the positon
of WGM orbit excited in a fiber using a side-coupled tapered microfiber. We observed an interesting
polarization TE/TM conversion effect in the WGM spectra detected through the microfiber. We believe that
this effect represents a novel sensor modality for sensing nanoobjects which has some advantages over
conventional modalities based on spectral shift, damping or splitting of the WGM peaks.
[1] Y. Li et al., Whispering Gallery Mode Hybridization in Photonics Molecules, Laser & Phot. Rev. 11, 1600278 (2017).
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